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Respectable
Consulate of America in HK

acshk@state.gov;

Consul General:

bkkcis.inquiries@dhs.gov;

Dear Sir,
I am Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) / SGID 2665604D.
Please transmit this letter to President Obama, urgent!

If this fax data is blurring, you can

retrieve the data at the website address stated:
http://www.ycec.net/us/091114-Obama.pdf
Thank you!
Respectfully yours
Zhen-man Lin

Hong Kong D188015(3)
Chinese manufacturer of Hong Kong meeting member

November 14, 2009.
Tel: 2523-9011
Fax: 2845-1598 am 11:50
acshk@state.gov; bkkcis.inquiries@dhs.gov;
Remarks:
The website of this letter is at:
http://www.ycec.net/us/091114-Obama.pdf
The website of before letter is at: http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090921-us.pdf
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/090331-us.pdf
http://www.ycec.net/lzm/080801.pdf

http://www.ycec.net/us/080521-Obama.pdf
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Patent (liaison) Office

10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 Singapore 329949
Websites http://www.ycec.com & www.ycec.net
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 62585636 Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg

Respectable
President of USA
Dear
Obama;
Your Excellency to attend to numerous affairs of state every day, also manifest to become
thin more and outset the white-headed too!
Especially after Your Excellency honored the Nobel Peace Prize, the innumerable question
of society and to deem is the cheapening of the Nobel Prize, but it have the more people think:
“…there’s something really striking here, so the appraisal meeting of Nobelist be bound to have
really given much thought to the matter to have really given much thought to the matter”. But,
Your Excellency undoubtedly the name matches the reality true and believes no one more clearly
about with me! I will is he first eyewitness in history!
Ever since Your Excellency assumed office, I saw your exertion even as your an inaugural
address that will to reach out both hands to help China Government from the opposite of history to
turn one's head, the Hu Jin-Tao was a enlightened Chairman, he was to be willing and the Chinese
patent office same the USA patent office start the Examine Act in the meantime, but he was to
summon back before the G8+5 meeting at Eupope abruptly on July 08, 2009. Again on the Sep. 23,
2009, the Hu Jin-Tao him seems that was at doorway of USA G20 meeting to hesitate to press
forward…, so the WHO was to wait for a long time and lose hope, so all the appraisal meeting of
Nobel were worry very too and all the leader of G20 no sincerity smiling face to shown in the
photomontage look!
Because WHO has waited for G-20 approve to use the invent of PCT/SG03/00145 that
“washing-lung” medical treatment to save life of H1N1 swine flu and more phthisis, pneumonia
patient, this is people inaudible war in 21century and is a war of resist alternative-Nazi, it more than
the hope of all the appraisal meeting of Nobel as well whole mankind include all Chinese whom
was in the act of to wait for Your Excellency to lead allied forces to land Normandy!
Just as expected, I see Your Excellency to strive once again and sign a order of state of
emergency to prophylaxis and treatment the H1N1 swine flu, in the new, US CDC just announced
since that influenza H1N1 flu outbreak in April this year has caused the death of about 4,000
Americans on Nov.12, 2009…, I think, all this misfortune it will to be readily solved in Your
Excellency’s journey of visit-China.
The above news it was not to stand alone, from the news of majority Asian Countries even
to cheer USA was to come back! Such as the Thailand is a Buddhism Country and did not to see
someone in mortal danger without lifting a finger to save him, so the Thailand sovereign will grant
the invent patent of “washing-lung” medical treatment for me and lead to in opposing with the
former premier Thaksin and turbulent since 2006year, now, the Cambodia of Chinese ally will to
engage the Thaksin of criminal wanted by the law for an economy-adviser, behind the powers to be
obvious! Also thus it can be seen, whether to admit the “washing-lung” medical treatment for
save life that was become a focus of Justice VS. evil. However, this responsibility of historical
peace it fall at Your Excellency’s shoulder! I hope Your Excellency could be to support the
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Thailand, because Thailand is a country of have ballot! More importantly, as disseminate
democracy, freedom and the human rights will guarantee the mighty America! I can see and your
Excellency also affirmative to know, if we once again let China conceal medicine invention, the
consequence will lead to American everlasting decline and more importantly the American's ally
will distant or see the winks from China!
In fact, the China Government has not encountered any difficulties to admit for this
medicine invent, why the China Government have any reason to requests other country to do
nothing to save sb. from ruin and assist conceal this medicine invent? The answer is absurd! The
conclusion was the China Government still a state of no ballot and insist on, so unable to build up
the right values and is a hotbed of personal autocrat, the autocrat could be very convenient use the
“country” for a pretext to enslave any one national, but the autocrat can be wantonly to spend
extravagantly the state treasury no to supervise and offer battle to the civilization of whole world!
The answer is more further to show in China have upward 70% population no or less
medical indemnification or public welfare, this was bring up and train a large number low-priced
and bring up the clear superiority of China products, this is the in a different form a society mode of
modern bondman! Therefore, the great conclusion is that a state of no ballot does not to regard as a
stranger of market economy, otherwise, for the trade balance of free world any country is not any
fair to say!
Lastly, I wish Your Excellency success in your visit to China and let the world medical
treatment history always records this brilliant route of travel!
Thank you!
Yours faithfully,
Lin Zhen Man
November 14, 2009. am 11:50
10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 Singapore 329949
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 62585636 Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg
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